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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to reservations of
resources within a compute environment such as a clus-
ter or grid and more specifically to a system and method
of providing a co-allocation reservation spanning differ-
ent resource types based on completion time and/or the
relative machine or resource speed of the resources that
are computing submitted jobs.

2. Introduction

[0002] There are challenges in the complex process
of managing the consumption of resources within a com-
pute environment such as a grid, compute farm or cluster
of computers. Grid computing may be defined as coor-
dinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynam-
ic, multi-institutional collaborations. Many computing
projects require much more computational power and
resources than a single computer may provide. Net-
worked computers with peripheral resources such as
printers, scanners, I/O devices, storage disks, scientific
devices and instruments, etc. may need to be coordinat-
ed and utilized to complete a task. The term compute
resource generally refers to computer processors, net-
work bandwidth, and any of these peripheral resources
as well. Other resources such as license authorization
to use software may also be a resource. A compute farm
may comprise a plurality of computers coordinated for
such purposes of handling Internet traffic. The web
search website Google® has a compute farm used to
process its network traffic and Internet searches.
[0003] Grid/cluster resource management generally
describes the process of identifying requirements,
matching resources to applications, allocating those re-
sources, and scheduling and monitoring grid resources
over time in order to run grid applications or jobs submit-
ted to the compute environment as efficiently as possible.
Each project or job will utilize a different set of resources
and thus is typically unique. For example, a job may utilize
computer processors and disk space, while another job
may require a large amount of network bandwidth and a
particular operating system. In addition to the challenge
of allocating resources for a particular job or a request
for resources, administrators also have difficulty obtain-
ing a clear understanding of the resources available, the
current status of the compute environment and available
resources, and real-time competing needs of various us-
ers. One aspect of this process is the ability to reserve
resources for a job. A cluster manager will seek to reserve
a set of resources to enable the cluster to process a job
at a promised quality of service.
[0004] General background information on clusters
and grids may be found in several publications. See, e.g.,

Grid Resource Management, State of the Art and Future
Trends, Jarek Nabrzyski, Jennifer M. Schopf, and Jan
Weglarz, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2004; and Be-
owulf Cluster Computing with Linux, edited by William
Gropp, Ewing Lusk, and Thomas Sterling, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, 2003.
[0005] The parent case to this application provides de-
tails regarding the basic computing environment and the
context of co-allocating resources spanning different re-
source types. In the parent application, reservations are
calculated or reservation ranges are calculated by look-
ing at when resources become available looking at the
wall clock limit associated with a request and then trans-
lating availability ranges into start ranges by looking at
the various times during which at a request could start
and still meet its wall time limit. FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate
a process of analyzing availability ranges of various
nodes and then identifying start time ranges associated
with when a job or a portion of a job can begin to consume
resources. This processing may not fully analyze the
compute environment such that full utilization of the re-
sources in the environment is achieved. What is needed
is further improvement in the area of analyzing a compute
environment to co-allocate resources of different types.
[0006] T.Roblitz et al. propose, in "Resource Reserva-
tions with Fuzzy Requests", Concurrency and Computa-
tion: Practice and Experience (2005), a scheme for re-
serving job resources with imprecise requests. Typical
parameters of a job such as the estimated runtime, the
start time or the type or number of required CPUs need
not be fixed at submission time but can be fuzzy in some
aspects.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Additional features and advantages of the in-
vention will be set forth in the description which follows,
and in part will be obvious from the description, or may
be learned by practice of the invention. The features and
advantages of the invention may be realized and ob-
tained by means of the instruments and combinations
particularly pointed out in the appended claims. These
and other features of the present invention will become
more fully apparent from the following description and
appended claims, or may be learned by the practice of
the invention as set forth herein. An example software
application that can utilize the principles set forth below
is the Moab® Workload Manager or other software prod-
ucts from Cluster Resources Inc.
[0008] The invention includes at least a system, meth-
od and computer-readable media as claimed in the ap-
pended claims. The compute environment may be a grid,
a cluster or some other grouping of compute devices un-
der administrative control of a workload manager. The
method comprises receiving a request for resources with-
in a compute environment, the request comprising a wall
clock limit that is independent of the compute environ-
ment; determining at least one completion time associ-
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ated with a first resource type and a second resource
type required by the request to yield a determination; and
based on the determination, reserving resources of the
first resource type and the second resource type within
the compute environment such that workload requiring
the first resource type and the second resource type com-
pletes at the at least one completion time.
[0009] As noted above, the current practice of calcu-
lating reservation ranges by looking at when resources
become available, looking at the wall clock limit associ-
ated with a request and translating availability ranges
into start ranges by looking at the various times during
which at a request could start and still meet its wall time
limit is not optimal. That analysis does not incorporate
information about the speed of execution on each of the
resources allocated. A proposed method to further en-
hance the co-allocation of resources comprises receiving
a request for resources within a compute environment,
determining at least one completion time for processing
the request within the compute environment and reserv-
ing resources within the compute environment based on
the determined at least one completion time. One benefit
of doing this approach is to incorporate the availability of
the information to determine a completion time range up
front while the system still has the current resource in-
formation.
[0010] Another aspect still uses start time but incorpo-
rates the relative speed of each resource to be consumed
by the job. Yet another aspect may involve a determina-
tion by the system of whether a start time, end time or
hybrid analysis will be more efficient or more appropriate
for the job and/or the compute environment. In this case,
the determination may be a preliminary analysis of the
scenario if resources are reserved for a request based
on a start time analysis as in the parent case or reserved
based on a completion time. The analysis may also be
based on a hybrid of both approaches. In either event,
some analysis is performed to determine whether reserv-
ing the needed resources for consumption by jobs should
be done using one of the two approaches or a hybrid
approach.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] In order to describe the manner in which the
above-recited and other advantages and features of the
invention can be obtained, a more particular description
of the invention briefly described above will be rendered
by reference to specific embodiments thereof which are
illustrated in the appended drawings. Understanding that
these drawings depict only typical embodiments of the
invention and are not therefore to be considered to be
limiting of its scope, the invention will be described and
explained with additional specificity and detail through
the use of the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates the maximum time allocated to each
node for the job;

FIG. 2A illustrates a per node range analysis;
FIG. 2B illustrates a start time range mapping;
FIG. 2C illustrates a completion time mapping;
FIG. 3 illustrates a node with various SMD or MMP
contexts;
FIG. 4 illustrates a method embodiment of the inven-
tion;
FIG. 5 illustrates another method embodiment of the
invention; and
FIG. 6 illustrates a system embodiment of the inven-
tion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Various embodiments of the invention are dis-
cussed in detail below. While specific implementations
are discussed, it should be understood that this is done
for illustration purposes only.
[0013] The "system" embodiment of the invention may
comprise a computing device that includes the necessary
hardware and software components to enable a workload
manager or a software module to perform the steps of
the invention. As noted above, software such as Cluster
Resources’ Moab® Workload Manager or other Moab®
branded software may utilize the principles herein.
[0014] Such a computing device, shown by way of ex-
ample in FIG. 6, may include such known hardware ele-
ments as one or more central processors, random access
memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), storage de-
vices such as hard disks, communication means such
as a modem or an Ethernet card to enable networking
with other computing devices, a bus that provides data
transmission between various hardware components, a
keyboard, a display, an operating system and so forth.
There is no restriction that the particular system embod-
iment of the invention has any specific hardware compo-
nents and any known or future developed hardware con-
figurations are contemplated as within the scope of the
invention when the computing device operates as is
claimed. The compute environment such as a cluster or
grid with its workload managed according to these prin-
ciples may also be an embodiment. A module performing
any particular function may include software controlling
one or more hardware components.
[0015] A "resource" that is represented, by way of ex-
ample, may be a processor, data storage, RAM, commu-
nication bandwidth, license autority, and so forth. There-
after, a requester may submit a request for resources to
run a "job" that will consume those resources.
[0016] An aspect of the present invention is to change
the method by which the system evaluates requests for
resources whereby the list of resources that are being
evaluated for allocation will also be evaluated to look at
the relative scalability or speed on a per request basis.
This means that the system does not just look at an ab-
solute value or attribute of the node or resource, but also
looks at the effectiveness of that respective node or re-
source in satisfying a workload request of a similar nature
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to the one currently being processed. Once the system
has that information, the system can look at the worst
case scalability or execution time for that request, plus
all the different types of resources that are being consid-
ered. Once the system has that effective minimum scal-
ability or speed associated with the consumption of these
resources, the system can then not only incorporate the
wall clock limit in determining the range of execution, but
the system can actually also incorporate the speed factor
to determine how long the job would run and what the
scaled wall clock limit would be. Consequently, once the
system is aware of the scaled wall clock limit, the system
determines what the completion times are and then re-
turns a range of completion times opposed to a range of
start times.
[0017] The present invention provides for modifica-
tions of advanced reservation range selection determin-
ing the timeframe and the resource set on which a par-
ticular request, such as a multi-resource request, can be
executed. In previous efforts, this was accomplished by
determining a set of available ranges when resources
were actually available for usage and then converting
those into an aggregate range of available timeframes
representing times in which the job could actually start
and be guaranteed to have adequate resources for com-
pletion. Herein, that algorithm is modified such that the
system incorporates completion time rather than availa-
bility time. A hybrid approach may also be applied. The
main benefit of this approach is that the system analyzes
multiple sets of resources and their associated require-
ment and determines a timeframe which they could all
complete which would incorporate scaling information or
variable heterogenesis resource capability information
that is per job specific.
[0018] FIG. 1 illustrates an example request or job with
a wall clock time requirement, in this case, of 240 units
or seconds. A job submitted to consume resources in a
compute environment will only run as fast as the slowest
system. FIG. 1 illustrates various nodes N1, N2, N3, N4
and relative times to the wall clock limit. The slowest re-
source is represented as a 1.0 which means it will process
the request in 240 units of time. The first step in this proc-
ess is, in response to a request for resources, the system
analyzes resources that can be feasibly matched to the
request. The system may also look for feasible resources
that with no Workload could potentially satisfy the re-
quest. Once the system has established its list of resourc-
es (in this case N1-N4 have been selected from a greater
set of resources), it then analyzes each of those resourc-
es to determine their effective speed or capability of ex-
ecuting the compute aspects or fulfilling the requirements
of the request J1. As shown in FIG. 1, node 1 has a relative
speed component of 1.0. Node 2 can process J1 faster
and so has a speed of 1.5. A speed of 1.5 is calculated
by dividing 240 by 1.5 to arrive at 160, which means that
N2 could process that job in 160 units of time rather than
240 units. N3 has a speed of 1.2 and node N4 has a speed
of 1.0. Each of these entries thus indicates the capability

of individual nodes of processing the request J1. These
times may represent nodes or some other resource or
grouping of resources. For example, it may be a cluster
of resources and its speed relative to other clusters in a
grid. These values in FIG. 1 represent a division of the
wall clock speed to determine an effective duration.
[0019] The availability ranges relate to when the re-
sources are not being consumed or dedicated to anything
else. FIG. 2A illustrates availability ranges 102, 104, 106,
108, 110,112, 114, 116, 118 and 120 on a per node basis.
These may represent, for example, processor availability
on these nodes over time. In this example, there are four
nodes. Job J1 is shown by way of example. In the prior
application, the system would simple collapse all these
available ranges into a cumulative availability range
(shown in FIG. 2B herein and Fig. 2B of the parent case).
Note the correlation between the timing of available rang-
es in FIG. 2A with the start time ranges shown in FIG.
2B. These are per node ranges and represent a cumu-
lative available range.
[0020] Pre-filtering may occur with the available range
shown in FIG. 2B to remove items such as shorter ranges
118 that are not long enough to insure that enough re-
sources are available for the full wall clock limit repre-
sented for J1. Therefore, this pre-filtering would perform
such tasks as eliminating parts of the range that should
not be included in the analysis such as range 118. (FIGS.
2B and 2C do not show any filtering of the ranges of FIG.
2A)
[0021] We turn temporarily to a discussion of FIG. 3.
FIG. 3 illustrates a single node 302 with several features.
This node is treated as a cluster. Thus within this cluster
there may also be nodes. In one aspect of the invention,
there is a different approach for symmetric multi process-
ing (SMP) and massively multi-processing (MMP). If
there are SMPs then the system preferably does not filter
as discussed above. SMP means that certain resources
or nodes are all on the same machine and the system
can actually transparently migrate an application that is
running one place to another "under the covers." If the
context is distributed or an MMP context, then the system
preferably filters on a per job basis or according to the
wall clock limit upfront. When the processing remains on
the same machine as in SMP then there may be, by way
of example, four different nodes on the same machine
304 as shown in FIG. 3. FIG. 3 also shows where a single
node represents a cluster 302 as a grouping 304 that has
four products or could, in the MMP context, have four
nodes 306A, 306B, 306C and 306D that each has one
product. In the MMP scenario, the system collapses the
time ranges and then continues to process, and may or
may not filter. If the context is SMP, then the system
preferably filters then collapses. The basic point here is
that the system may modify whether or not to filter and
what order to filter and collapse based on whether the
approach is associated with SMP or MMP.
[0022] As introduced above, an aspect of the invention
is to look at completion time ranges. FIG. 2B illustrates
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the cumulative available start ranges of the approach in
the parent case. For example, blocked out areas 200,
202, 204, 206 and 208 represent areas that are unavail-
able because jobs cannot start during those periods.
Since jobs require time to complete, they cannot start too
near the end of the available range. The scaled wall clock
times shown in FIG. 1 may or may not be used to block
out these regions. The system looks at how long the job
needs and its completion range. Because the system an-
alyzes completion time ranges it can merge this informa-
tion with another system that has a different wall clock
limit and can do an analysis that automatically incorpo-
rates this capability and returns the effective co-allocation
completion range.
[0023] Figure 2B illustrates incorporating execution
time into start time ranges for the purpose of co-allocation
either across time or across space. Blocks 200, 202 and
204 each show a space that is blocked out, which rep-
resents space that is associated with an availability range
but not associated with a start range. The process of
translating an availability range over to a start range is
basically the process of subtracting the wall clock time
of the task off of the end of that range. The range consists
of a start time and an end time, first as an availability
range. When it is translated over to a start time it becomes
a range from start time to end time minus the wall time.
This effectively lets the system know when a job can start
and complete inside that availability range. An important
point to note is that each range, as it is evaluating a dif-
ferent resource or a different rack, could potentially have
a different wall time; it is dependent upon the amount of
time that particular task requires to execute. That can be
based on two different factors. One, inherently the task
itself takes a different amount of time. One task may be
more complicated than another. Or if the system is allo-
cating multiple resources to a single requirement then
the amount of wall time can be changed or varied based
on the effective speed of the resource that is computing
that task. For example, if one has a job that requires one
hour and on a processor that executes at a speed with
a relative speed factor of 1.0, then if the system were to
run that same task on a machine that had a speed with
a factor of 2.0 then it would be able to complete in half
that time, or in 30 minutes. In another scenario, if it ran
on a machine with an effective relative speed of .5 it
would run in a period of 2 hours. If the algorithm associ-
ated with generating start time ranges properly incorpo-
rates the effective wall time of that task on that resource
then the system can automatically inherit or incorporate
that machine’s speed information into the mathematics
of range analysis and co-allocation default.
[0024] Therefore, an aspect of the invention is to take
the wall clock into account in the modified co-allocation
mapping. The modified co-allocation mapping properly
reflects the relative machine speed of the resources that
would be computing the tasks. The end result is that res-
ervations will guarantee that each allocated computer
resource can complete that task taking into account its

relative speed. A second benefit of this approach based
on when co-allocating multiple processing requirements
at the same time, one requirement may take less time
than another. The system can determine when to start
each of these and still allow them all to complete at the
same time. In fact, the system can also mix and match
both at the same time in a single task that requires mul-
tiple computer resources at variable speed and mix that
with multiple tasks that inherently require different
amounts of speed.
[0025] So ultimately when the system makes the res-
ervation, and then when workload consumes the resourc-
es, the worldoad manager can squeeze more utilization
out of the resources in the compute environment. This
approach improves the utilization because the worldoad
manager can do a better job of finding more holes or
more locations which the task can complete successfully
both in space and time. An alternative approach could
be to base the analysis off the completion time range as
opposed to start time range simply by inverting the logic.
However, it may not matter if it is the start time range or
the end time range. The system still needs to use the
same procedure taking into account the relative wall time
of each individual task on a per resource basis to deter-
mine when and where to make the optimal reservation.
[0026] If the system uses the completion time range,
it can then launch tasks scattered about multiple resourc-
es such that all tasks complete at the same time as op-
posed to start at the same time. Both methodologies (start
time and completion time) will make certain resources
are available for an adequate duration to allow jobs to
execute, but in a completion time range the system
makes certain that all tasks complete at the same instant.
FIG. 2D illustrates the benefit of using the completion
time analysis. Row 230 is shown having a start time S1
and an end time at E1. The wall time is not taken into
account. The resources which would be required or re-
served to process that job will be reserved for the entire
time from S1 to E1. However, under a completion time
analysis, once the completion time range has been de-
termined or a potential target time has been reached, in
which the system knows that all the tasks can complete
and all the resources are available in both space and
time and that decision has been logged, the system can
then make a determination on exactly when to actually
start the task. Thus the new start time for the task is rep-
resented on row 232 in which a new start time S2 is
shown, which represents the end time E1 minus the wall
time 234. The time between S1 and S2 is shown as time
236 which represents time or resources which may be
saved or used for other jobs. If this analysis is done for
each variable task associated with a request for resourc-
es, then the system will vary the actual start times for
these tasks simply by subtracting the effective execution
time off of each resource.
[0027] A determination may be made by the system
regarding whether to use a start time analysis or com-
pletion time analysis. For example, a job may be better
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suited to end at the same time with its various tasks be-
cause of its date retrieved and storage requirements.
Other jobs may need to start all their tasks at the same
time while others may be agnostic to such a requirement.
Thus, an analysis of the job, the compute environments
user credentials, and/or other factors may be involved in
selecting a start time or end time or hybrid analysis. User
credentials may force the system to select the start or
end time in favor of the use’s job if there is a conflict
between the benefit to the user versus the configuration
or maximum utilization of the compute environment.
[0028] The system may also alternate or mix and
match a start time and completion time analysis. They
are both useful in different types of tasks. An important
value for completion time is being able to complete and
simply being able to find a place where all the resources
are available. Some tasks are better situated to take ad-
vantage of all starting at the same time which indicates
that a start range may be better. Other tasks are best if
they are all processing off the same input data then the
input data record won’t be available till a certain time.
Then the start time range may be selected if they both
need to generate the results and the system is limited on
the amount of disk space available, and then the user
may want a completion time range so they all transmit
the final data at the same time.
[0029] As mentioned above, an aspect of the invention
is that part of the intelligence includes a selection com-
ponent for selecting between using a start time or a com-
pletion time in the co-allocation analysis. A manual input
option may be provided for a user to input preferred or
his/her own analysis or labeling of what type of compu-
tation to perform. For example, a start time would mini-
mize the amount of prerequisite resources being required
because they will be consumed all at the very beginning
and you can free up those resources as soon as they
have all been picked up by the task. The completion time
may be selected if the end result is the biggest consumer
resource and the system wants it all available at the same
moment so it can be transmitted or stored. The analysis
may thus include a just-in-time start and/or a just-in-time
end. The decision on whether to co-allocate based on
start or complete time or a hybrid of the two may be based
on at least one of the job, the resources, user selection,
user payment, status of the compute environment, user
credentials, or any other mix of factors.
[0030] In a hybrid approach, the system may first de-
termine whether an exclusive approach based on either
start time or completion time is optimal. This analysis
may be based on one or more factors such as compute
environment optimization, user credentials, components
of the job (data needs, processor needs, timing needs
for data retrieval, writing and processing, etc.), licensing
or other administrative needs or requirements, etc. If the
analysis yields a result to just use start time or completion
time, then the system proceeds to reserve resources and
then run the job in the compute environment. If the anal-
ysis yields a result that is a hybrid, then the system may

utilize a start time analysis for some aspect of the job and
completion time for another. This may be done using two
separate analyses and separately reserving resources
for different aspects of the job or in any other fashion.
Then the resources are reserved and the system will then
process the job accordingly. The scaled wall clock data
is inherently used in these processes to improve system
performance but it is not necessary.
[0031] The system may automatically configure such
analysis and selection. The system may dynamically de-
cide based on which resources are most constrained. It
could be configured by administrator to be selected on a
per job basis. It could be selected according to a user
profile, it could be selected based on historical learned
information that the schedule of the system. Further, us-
ers may pay for this kind of optimization once, on a per
job or per request basis, or in some other manner.
[0032] The next step, once the system actually deter-
mines the relative speed and the system has selected
nodes that are feasible or available, then the system an-
alyzes other commitments that have already been made
for by these resources for other workload or other pur-
poses. This is represented for node N1 by figures 102,
106 and 108 representing that at those particular time-
frames in which the block appear, those resources are
available for executing some component of J1. This does
not necessarily mean that it can complete J1, it simply
says it is available. N2 is evaluated and it is shown that
the timeframe represented by 104,110 and 112 are avail-
able so on down through N3 and N4. These constitute
per node availability ranges. The current model is based
on availability ranges or start time ranges, with an aggre-
gate or summary of the resource availability over time to
generate the graph which is represented in FIG. 2B. Next,
the system looks at the timeframe at which a job could
potentially start and the system eliminates the spaces
that are represented by 200, 202, 204, 206 and 208. So
those indicate times that are not available for the appli-
cation to actually start.
[0033] The approach of FIG. 2B, while showing when
jobs can start, does not incorporate relative speeds into
the resulting range graph. In one aspect, instead of trans-
lating the ranges of FIG. 2A into an availability range, the
system translates it into a potential completed of time
range as shown in FIG. 2C. This represents when the
application or job could potentially complete. The time-
frames which are not eligible are 216, 218, 220, 222, 224,
226. These are timeframes which the particular job can-
not start because of the time it requires to consume the
resources. Once the system has that information regard-
ing when the job can complete, the system can then do
a merger with another requirement or another test and
determine a co-allocation request of multi-resource types
or multiple collections of resources. For a different re-
source or other parameters, such a merger will represent
the timeframes in which those jobs can complete even if
those jobs or those resources have varying scalability
factors or varying speed factors. This information is now
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incorporated and this resulting information can be used
to map out when resources are actually available and
can be merged together. Once they are merged together,
final co-allocation ranges are established. That informa-
tion can be extracted back out and resulting start times
may be determined inversely by re-establishing the
scaled wall clock limit. The system can determine the
associated start time requirements for each individual
requirement that went in to be considered. A reservation
of the appropriate resources can be made and then those
reserved resources can be consumed and process the
job.
[0034] Scalability in this context relates to the speed
or how well each individual resource scales its speed
factor for the particular request of interest. So with this
approach, not only can one have multiple racks of nodes
or processes that each run at a different rate on the same
set of resources, one can also have multiple racks that
run at different rates on different sets of resources. Once
the system establishes the start points that it is interested
in, because it knows the scalability, it can reverse calcu-
late the start times that are required to obtain that posi-
tion.
[0035] The available range of start times calculated
based on knowledge of end times are shaded in FIG. 2C
graph 212. The system looks for a time frame in which
all the requirements on all the resources can be satisfied
on the same time. Once the system knows that it has an
overlap and because the system knows when a job will
complete, how fast it will run and at what speed, the sys-
tem then calculates the start time or start time range avail-
able that is required to execute the job or request.
[0036] In practice, the start time for various calculations
will likely start at the same time. Some of them will com-
plete a little bit earlier, others will compete on the expect-
ed deadline. But all or most will all be complete and be-
cause the system is also looking at the worse case sce-
nario of all the resources, the system guarantees that
everything will fit inside that space 212.
[0037] In the scenario of the parent application, in the
analysis, jobs would start at the appropriate time, but
some might end after the allocated availability time. In
that case, it was more difficult to properly merge them.
This is because to properly merge them would require
mapping of everything to the worse case superset. So,
the worst possible rack on the worst possible node. How-
ever, the approach of the present invention does not
strain the analysis in that way.
[0038] FIG. 4A illustrates a method embodiment of the
invention. A preferred embodiment relates to reserving
resources in a compute environment according to a
method comprising receiving a request for resources
within a compute environment (402), determining at least
one completion time associated with at least one re-
source type required by the request (404) and reserving
resources within the compute environment based on the
determined at least one completion time (406). Another
embodiment is shown in FIG. 4B which shows receiving

a request for resources within a compute environment
(410), determining at least one relative resource speed
associated with processing at least a portion of the re-
quest on a respective resource machine (412) and re-
serving resources within the compute environment
based on the determined at least one resource speed
(414).
[0039] The method aspect of the invention may further
comprise determining a range of completion times for the
request. The step of determining the at least one com-
pletion time may at least in part be based on wall clock
scaling information that is job specific. A system practic-
ing the invention may further identify feasible resources
within the compute environment for the request or ana-
lyze each identified feasible resource for its effective
speed in fulfilling the request. For example, the various
resources in a compute environment, processors, hard
drives, communications bandwidth, etc., may each be
analyzed for its respective effective speech in fulfilling
the request such that the effective speed or relative re-
source speed may be utilized when making reservation
decisions that are more efficient and more effective in
maximizing efficiency within the compute environment.
The method may further comprise analyzing workload
commitment for each identified feasible resource, where-
in the analysis of workload commitments represents a
per node or resource availability range. The per node or
resource availability range may be translated into a po-
tential completion time range. Follow on steps may in-
volve merging the potential completion time range with
at least one other requirement and determining a co-al-
location for multiple collections of resources that can
meet the request. Such a merging may represent a merg-
ing of at least two mappings of potential completion times
for diverse resources in the compute environment.
[0040] The method above may also further comprise
determining at least one start time associated with the
request using a scaled wall clock limit for the request.
The at least one completion time for the request may be
determined based on a worst case scenario for any par-
ticular resource. For example, if a bandwidth range is
100MB - 1000MB, the system may make its determina-
tion based on a bandwidth of 100MB. It may also perform
further analysis on the resource and make its determi-
nation based on one or more other factors such as av-
erage resource performance or predicted performance
based on other factors such as time of day or user history
having the resource reserved.
[0041] FIG. 5 illustrates another example method em-
bodiment and shows a method of co-allocating resources
within a compute environment. The method comprises
receiving a request for resources requiring a first type of
resource and a second type of resources (502), analyzing
completion times associated with the first type of re-
source (504), analyzing completion times associated
with the second type of resource (506), generating a co-
allocation map between the first type of resources and
the second type of resources based on the analysis of
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completion times for the first and second type of resource
(508) and reserving resources according to the generat-
ed co-allocation map (510). Generating the co-allocation
map may comprise identifying a reduced map of quanti-
ties of resources that can simultaneously satisfy the first
request and the second request. The co-allocation map
may comprise all time frames where available resources
exist that satisfy the first request and the second request.
In this process, the possible types of resources may con-
sist of at least one of: compute resources, disk storage
resources, network bandwidth resources, memory re-
sources, licensing resources, user preferences and user
data.
[0042] Generating the co-allocation map may further
comprise identifying an intersection of the availability of
each of the first type of resource and the second type of
resource. This may involve generating the co-allocation
map by determining intersecting time frames in which
both the first request and the second request may be
simultaneously satisfied and generating a resulting array
of events describing the intersecting time frames. The
resulting array of events may comprise at least one of
resource quantity, resource quality, time frames, quality
of information and cost.
[0043] As with the embodiment of FIGs. 4A and 4B,
the embodiment shown in FIG. 5 may be based not on
completion time but on at least one relative resource
speed required to process at least a portion of a request.
Thus, this relative or effective resource speed may be
analyzed for at least one resource within the compute
environment and a co-allocation map may be generated
based on the resource speeds for the first and second
type of resource. This effective speed usage may then
be applied independently or in connection with the com-
pletion time to generate the co-allocation maps. Also as
discussed above, whether start times or completion times
will be used in the co-allocation analysis may also be
applied in connection with knowledge of the relative or
effective resource speed such that the co-allocation re-
quest may be optimized for the request for resources.
These various methods may also include an analysis or
determination of whether a hybrid approach may be uti-
lized to further improve the co-allocation request to max-
imize use of resources. Such an analysis may further be
weighted to favor maximum use of resources, favor job
performance, user performance, user convenience or
any other balancing of interests in performing the analy-
sis and preparation for reserving resources for the co-
allocation request.
[0044] With reference to FIG. 6, an exemplary system
for implementing the invention includes a general-pur-
pose computing device 600, including a processing unit
(CPU) 620 and a system but 610 that couples various
system components including the system memory such
as read only memory (ROM) 640 and random access
memory (RAM) 650 to the processing unit 620. Other
system memory 630 may be available for use as well. It
can be appreciated that the invention may operate on a

computing device with more than one CPU 620 or on a
group, cluster or grid of networked computing devices to
provide greater processing capability. The system but
610 may be any of several types of bus structures includ-
ing a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus,
and a local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures.
A basic input/output (BIOS), containing the basic routine
that helps to transfer information between elements with-
in the computing device 600, such as during start-up, is
typically stored in ROM 640. The computing device 600
further includes storage means such as a hard disk drive
660, a magnetic disk drive, an optical disk drive, tape
drive or the like. The storage device 660 is connected to
the system bus 610 by a drive interface. The drives and
the associated computer readable media provide non-
volatile storage of computer readable instructions, data
structures, program modules and other data for the com-
puting device 600. The basic components are known to
those of skill in the art and appropriate variations are
contemplated depending on the type of device, such as
whether the device is a small, handheld computing de-
vice, a desktop computer, or a computer server.
[0045] Although the exemplary environment described
herein employs the hard disk, it should be appreciated
by those skilled in the art that other types of computer
readable media which can store data that are accessible
by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash mem-
ory cards, digital versatile disks, cartridges, random ac-
cess memories (RAMs), read only memory (ROM), a ca-
ble or wireless signal containing a bitstream and the like,
may also be used in the exemplary operating environ-
ment.
[0046] To enable user interaction with the computing
device 600, an input device 690 represents any number
of input mechanisms, such as a microphone for speech,
a touch-sensitive screen for gesture or graphical input,
keyboard, mouse, motion input, speech and so forth. The
device output 670 can also be one or more of a number
of output means. In some instances, multimodal systems
enable a user to provide multiple types of input to com-
municate with the computing device 600. The communi-
cations interface 680 generally governs and manages
the user input and system output. There is no restriction
on the invention operating on any particular hardware
arrangement and therefore the basic features here may
easily be substituted for improved hardware or firmware
arrangements as they are developed.
[0047] Embodiments within the scope of the present
invention may also include computer-readable media for
carrying or having computer-executable instructions or
data structures stored thereon. Such computer-readable
media can be any available media that can be accessed
by a general purpose or special purpose computer. By
way of example, and not limitation, such computer-read-
able media can comprise RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-
ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage
or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium
which can be used to carry or store desired program code
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means in the form of computer-executable instructions
or data structures. When information is transferred or pro-
vided over a network or another communications con-
nection (either hardwired, wireless, or combination there-
of) to a computer, the computer properly views the con-
nection as a computer-readable medium. Thus, any such
connection is properly termed a computer-readable me-
dium. Combinations of the above should also be included
within the scope of the computer-readable media.
[0048] Computer-executable instructions include, for
example, instructions and data which cause a general
purpose computer, special purpose computer, or special
purpose processing device to perform a certain function
or group of functions. Computer-executable instructions
also include program modules that are executed by com-
puters in stand-alone or network environments. Gener-
ally, program modules include routines, programs, ob-
jects, components, and data structures, etc. that perform
particular tasks or implement particular abstract data
types. Computer-executable instructions, associated da-
ta structures, and program modules represent examples
of the program code means for executing steps of the
methods disclosed herein. The particular sequence of
such executable instructions or associated data struc-
tures represents examples of corresponding acts for im-
plementing the functions described in such steps.
[0049] Those of skill in the art will appreciate that other
embodiments of the invention may be practiced in net-
work computing environments with many types of com-
puter system configurations, including personal comput-
ers, hand-held devices, multi-processor systems, micro-
processor-based or programmable consumer electron-
ics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers,
and the like. Embodiments may also be practiced in dis-
tributed computing environments where tasks are per-
formed by local and remote processing devices that are
linked (either by hardwired links, wireless links, or by a
combination thereof) through a communications net-
work. In a distributed computing environment, program
modules may be located in both local and remote memory
storage devices.
[0050] Although the above description may contain
specific details, they should not be construed as limiting
the claims in any way. Other configurations of the de-
scribed embodiments of the invention are part of the
scope of this invention. Accordingly, the appended claims
and their legal equivalents should only define the inven-
tion, rather than any specific examples given.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

receiving a request (502) for resources associ-
ated with a job within a compute environment,
the request requiring a first type of resource and
a second type of resource and comprising a wall

clock limit that is independent of the compute
environment;
determining (504,506), based on information
about a relative speed of resources in the com-
pute environment and on wall clock scaling in-
formation that is specific to the job, a completion
time associated with (1) how a first resource type
would process the job associated with the re-
quest and (2) how a second resource type would
process the job associated with the request;
generating (508) a co-allocating map between
the first type of resources and the second type
of resources based on the analysis of comple-
tion times for the first and second type of re-
sources, wherein an intersection of the availa-
bility of each of the first type of resource and the
second type of resource is identified; and
reserving resources (510) of the first resource
type and the second resource type within the
compute environment according to the generat-
ed co-allocating map such that the job associ-
ated with the request completes at the comple-
tion time.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
determining a range of completion times for the re-
quest.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising:
identifying feasible resources within the compute en-
vironment for the request to yield identified feasible
resources, the method preferably comprising ana-
lyzing each identified feasible resource for its effec-
tive speed in fulfilling the request, the method com-
prising analyzing a job commitment for each identi-
fied feasible resource to yield an analysis, wherein
the analysis represents a per node availability range.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:
translating the per node availability range into a po-
tential completion time range, the method preferably
further comprising:

measuring the potential completion time range
with at least one other requirement; and
determining a co-allocation for multiple collec-
tions of resources that can meet the request,
wherein the merging preferably represents a
merging of at least two mappings of potential
completion times for diverse resources in the
compute environment.

5. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, further com-
prising:
determining at least one start time associated with
the request using a scaled wall clock limit for the
request.
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6. The method of anyone of claims 1 to 5, wherein the
completion time for the request is determined based
on a worst case scenario for any particular resource.

7. A system comprising:

a processor (620); and
a computer-readable storage medium (660)
storing instructions for controlling the processor
to perform a method as defined in anyone of
claims 1-6.

8. A computer-readable medium (660) storing instruc-
tions for controlling a computing device to perform a
method as defined in anyone of claims 1-6.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren, umfassend:

Empfangen einer Anfrage (502) für mit einer Ar-
beit innerhalb einer Rechenumgebung verbun-
denen Ressourcen, die Anfrage erfordert einen
ersten Ressourcentyp und einen zweiten Res-
sourcentyp und umfasst ein Wall Clock Limit,
das unabhängig ist von der Rechenumgebung;
Bestimmen (504, 506), basierend auf Informa-
tionen zu einer relativen Geschwindigkeit von
Ressourcen in der Rechenumgebung und auf
Wall Clock-Skalierungsinformationen, die für
die Arbeit spezifisch sind, einer Fertigstellungs-
zeit, die damit verbunden ist, (1) wie ein erster
Ressourcentyp die mit der Anfrage verbundene
Arbeit verarbeiten würde und (2) wie ein zweiter
Ressourcentyp die mit der Anfrage verbundene
Arbeit verarbeiten würde;
Erzeugen (508) einer gemeinsam zugeteilten
Map zwischen dem ersten Ressourcentyp und
dem zweiten Ressourcentyp, basierend auf der
Analyse der Fertigstellungszeiten für den ersten
und den zweiten Ressourcentyp, wobei ein
Schnittpunkt der Verfügbarkeit des jeweils ers-
ten Ressourcentyps und des zweiten Ressour-
centyps identifiziert wird; und
Reservieren von Ressourcen (510) des ersten
Ressourcentyps und des zweiten Ressourcen-
typs innerhalb der Rechenumgebung gemäß
der erzeugten gemeinsam zugeteilten Map, so
dass die mit der Anfrage verbundene Arbeit zur
Ferfigstellungszeit beendet ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, darüber hinaus umfas-
send:
Bestimmen eines Bereichs von Ferfigstellungszei-
ten für die Anfrage.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, darüber hinaus

umfassend:
Identifizieren praktikabler Ressourcen innerhalb der
Rechenumgebung für die Anfrage, um identifizierte
praktikable Ressourcen freizugeben, das Verfahren
umfasst vorzugsweise das Analysieren jeder identi-
fizierten praktikablen Ressource auf ihre effektive
Geschwindigkeit bei der Ausführung der Anfrage,
das Verfahren umfasst das Analysieren einer Ar-
beitsfestlegung für jede identifizierte praktikable
Ressource, um eine Analyse zu ergeben, wobei die
Analyse einen pro Knotenpunkt-Verfügbarkeitsbe-
reich repräsentiert.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, darüber hinaus umfas-
send:
Übersetzen des pro Knotenpunkt-Verfügbarkeitsbe-
reichs in einen potenziellen Ferfigstellungszeit-Be-
reich, das Verfahren umfasst darüber hinaus vor-
zugsweise:

Messen des potenziellen Fertigstellungszeit-
Bereichs mit mindestens einer weiteren Anfor-
derung; und
Bestimmen einer gemeinsamen Zuweisung für
mehrere Ressourcen-Sammlungen, die die An-
frage erfüllen können, wobei das Verschmelzen
vorzugsweise ein Verschmelzen von mindes-
tens zwei Mappings potenzieller Fertigstel-
lungszeiten für diverse Ressourcen in der Re-
chenumgebung repräsentiert.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, darü-
ber hinaus umfassend:
Bestimmen mindestens einer Startzeit, die mit der
Anfrage verbunden ist, die ein skaliertes Wall Clock
Limit für die Anfrage nutzt.

6. Das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5,
wobei die Fertigstellungszeit für die Anfrage be-
stimmt wird, basierend auf einem Worst Case Sze-
nario für eine bestimmte Ressource.

7. Ein System, das Folgendes aufweist:

einen Prozessor (620); und
ein computerlesbares Speichermedium (660),
das die Anweisungen für die Steuerung des Pro-
zessors speichert, um ein Verfahren, wie es in
einem der Ansprüche 1-6 definiert ist, auszufüh-
ren.

8. Ein computerlesbares Speichermedium (660), das
die Anweisungen für die Steuerung eines Comput-
ergeräts speichert, um ein Verfahren, wie es in ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1-6 definiert ist, auszuführen.
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Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant :

la réception d’une demande (502) destinée à
des ressources associées à un travail au sein
d’un environnement informatique, la demande
exigeant un premier type de ressource et un se-
cond type de ressource et comprenant une limite
d’horloge murale qui est indépendante de l’en-
vironnement informatique ;
la détermination (504, 506), en fonction des in-
formations concernant une vitesse relative des
ressources dans l’environnement informatique
et sur l’horloge murale mettant à l’échelle des
informations qui sont spécifiques au travail,
d’une heure d’achèvement associée à (1) com-
ment un premier type de ressource traiterait le
travail associé à la demande et (2) comment un
second type de ressource traiterait le travail as-
socié à la demande ;
la génération (508) d’une carte de coallocation
entre le premier type de ressources et le second
type de ressources en fonction de l’analyse des
heures d’achèvement pour le premier et le se-
cond type de ressources, dans lequel une inter-
section de la disponibilité de chacun du premier
type de ressource et du second type de ressour-
ce est identifiée ; et
la réservation de ressources (510) du premier
type de ressource et du second type de ressour-
ce au sein de l’environnement informatique se-
lon la carte de coallocation générée de sorte que
le travail associé à la demande se termine à
l’heure d’achèvement.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :
la détermination d’une plage d’heures d’achèvement
destinée à la demande.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant
en outre :
l’identification des ressources possibles au sein de
l’environnement informatique destinées à la deman-
de pour produire les ressources possibles identi-
fiées, le procédé comprenant de préférence l’analy-
se de chaque ressource possible identifiée pour sa
vitesse efficace dans l’accomplissement de la de-
mande, le procédé comprenant l’analyse d’un enga-
gement de travail pour chaque ressource possible
identifiée pour produire une analyse, dans lequel
l’analyse représente une plage de disponibilités par
noeud.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre :
la traduction de la plage de disponibilité par noeud

en une plage d’heures d’achèvement éventuelles, le
procédé comprenant en outre de préférence :

la mesure de la plage d’heures d’achèvement
éventuelles avec au moins une autre exigence ;
et
la détermination d’une coallocation destinée à
plusieurs collections de ressources qui peuvent
répondre à la demande, dans lequel la fusion
représente de préférence une fusion d’au moins
deux mises en correspondance des heures
d’achèvement éventuelles pour les diverses
ressources dans l’environnement informatique.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 4, comprenant en outre :
la détermination d’au moins une heure de début as-
sociée à la demande à l’aide d’une limite d’horloge
murale mise à l’échelle destinée à la demande.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel le temps d’achèvement destiné à
la demande est déterminé en fonction du pire scé-
nario pour une quelconque ressource particulière.

7. Système comprenant :

un processeur (620) ; et
un support de stockage lisible par ordinateur
(660) mémorisant les instructions destinées à la
commande du processeur pour effectuer un pro-
cédé tel que défini dans l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6.

8. Support lisible par ordinateur (660) mémorisant les
instructions destinées à la commande du dispositif
informatique pour effectuer un procédé tel que défini
dans l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6.
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